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Toward an atom-nanophotonics interface

• Goal: building blocks for complex quantum systems/devices

• Atoms provide quantum functionality, photonics provide 
control and scalability

Review: HJ Kimble, “The quantum 
internet,” Nature (2008)

Image from Kimble 
group

Vahala, Kimble (Caltech) Lukin (Harvard),
Vuletic (MIT)

Rauschenbeutel (Vienna)

Expt: Rempe (MPQ), Nature (2012)



Photonic crystal waveguides

• Normal fiber: light guided by total internal reflection

• Single defect: scattering

• Periodic defects: band structure

• Control over dispersion / spatial modes

• Band gaps – forbidden propagation



Coupling atoms to PhC waveguides

• Experiments with “alligator” photonic crystal waveguide

A. Goban et al., Nature Commun. 5, 3808 (2014) (Kimble, Caltech)

(also expts. with PhC cavities in Lukin group at Harvard)

MOT



Overview of PhC-atom experiment

• Dispersion engineering: separation of “trapping” and “physics” 
bands

trapping

Trapping band



Overview of PhC-atom experiment

• Dispersion engineering: separation of “trapping” and “physics” 
bands

physics

Physics band



What’s next?

• Do these new systems just enable us to do old things better?
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Quantum information 
processing

Single-photon nonlinear 
optics

Many-body physics Atom trapping
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• Do these new systems just enable us to do old things better?

Jaynes-
Cummings 

model

Surface & 
vacuum 
forces

Dimensionality 
& dispersion

Large per-
photon forces

New paradigms

Strong atom-photon 
interactions



Many-body physics: engineering long-range 
interactions between atoms



Light-mediated interactions

• Infinite-range interactions are “easy” with light

• Cavity QED:

Dressed state



Light-mediated interactions

• Infinite-range interactions are “easy” with light

• Cavity QED:

• Second atom: absorbs photonic component of first dressed 
atom

• Optimize exchange probability via detuning



Cavity QED

 (Mostly) coherent dynamics

 Infinite-range interactions

• All atoms between the cavity mirrors interact

Range not tunable

Infinite-range interactions are an “aberrant” case

• Well-solved by collective operators or mean-field



Dynamic “atom-induced cavity”

• Excited atom dressed by photonic “cloud” in the bandgap

Localized around atom

• Atom-cavity properties:

Atom-like

• Initial work: S. John (Toronto) in 1990’s
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Dynamic “atom-induced cavity”

• Excited atom dressed by photonic “cloud” in the bandgap

Localized around atom

• Initial work: S. John (Toronto) in 1990’s

• Atom-cavity properties:

Photon-like

• Arbitrarily weak dielectric defect can create a cavity mode (1D)



Long-range interactions

• Photonic cloud has all the same functionality as a real cavity of 
the same size

• But centered around the atom, and follows it around!

• Long-range dipole-dipole interactions

• Same loss mechanisms as a real cavity

• Apply toolbox of atomic physics to engineer interactions

• Ground-state manifold, external pump fields, time dependence 
…



Strong multi-physics coupling

Long-
range

• An exciting quantum material



Many-body physics in “optomechanical arrays” of 
atoms



Naïve question

• Crystals held together by entanglement?

• What kinds of phases are possible?

• Destroying entanglement ↔ phonon excitations

• Transport properties of system?

Spin interactions
Leads to entanglement, etc.

Spatial interactions
Leads to crystallization, etc.



Ingredients for a simple model

• Photonic crystal mediated interaction

Bloch function of PhC

anti-nodes nodes

• Add external optical lattice

Bloch function

Trapping potential

• Atoms trapped at nodes!

• External potential and PhC interaction compete against 
each other



Entangled dimers of two atoms

• Atoms can lower their total energy by displacing from trap 
centers

Without exponential envelope:
Including exponential



Deep lattice limit

Quantum motion and spins

• Minimal model: two bands

• Hard core limit, one atom per site, nearest-neighbor interactions

spin flip 
exchange

four-fold 
degeneracy in 

motion

dimerization



Phase diagram

•

Polarized spins in lowest band



Phase diagram

•

• Entanglement and spin-squeezing induced by motion

Singlet dimers



Phase diagram

•

Phonon-induced AF in lowest band



Phase diagram

•

Beyond dimerization (e.g., 1/3 magnetization)





Many-body physics

• Spatial dimerization ansatz (variational parameter), exact 
Jordan-Wigner spin solution

Dimerization vs. spin 
interaction strength

Singlet fraction vs. 
dimerization



Properties of 1/3 magnetized state


